Vhoi to Voice
journey from pain to power
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PROBLEMS BEFORE IGSSS DRR PROJECT STARTED OUT IN DHEMAJI!

The two primary economic activities in the areas, farming and daily wages were being devastated by floods resulting in massive loss of assets; this had in turn impacted the earning opportunity of the community.

We were not aware about government’s welfare schemes and support structures. It took years for even partial compensation to reach us.

It was difficult to access relief materials, travelling for two or more days traversing choppy flood waters was quite common.

Diarrhea, typhoid, pneumonia were everyday diseases.

During monsoon the areas remained cut off from the rest of the region.

Two people died so far in the flood; right in front of our eyes and we could do nothing much, we were equally scared.

Spread of infectious and water borne diseases like typhoid, pneumonia, cholera and leptospirosis were quite common.
It was summer of 2009, when that unfortunate flood hit our village. Everyone was scared to see the humongous waves of the river taking everything that came its way. The visual of rampaging flood water is still fresh in my memory and sends shudders down my spine even today.

That dark cloud day is sharp in my eyes and remembering that day still gives me chill. I was running here and there to save our rice stock and other commodities when I heard a noise of my sister in pain; she was pregnant and got her labour pain. I and my brother-in-law along with a midwife tried taking her to hospital in that heavy rain and flood all around. The water was overflowing and submerging our area as the river embankments had breached. I was deeply scared and the screams of my sister writhing in pain made the situation even grimmer. I thought I would lose her. We couldn’t take her far and we had to take refuge in an elevated area where she gave birth to a baby girl with the help of midwife. My niece is 9 years old now and my sister is fine and healthy too. I would never want anyone to go through what my sister experienced that day.

- Sunil Rai, Task Force Member VDRMC
The 22 villages in Dhemaji District were carefully chosen for our Disaster Risk Reduction intervention.

These villages are situated in low lying areas and are most vulnerable to recurring floods.

The region is cut off from the rest of the state due to submergence of approach roads during monsoons.

In order to reduce the vulnerabilities and risk, the Disaster Risk Reduction has been taken as

A project component and another component is the Food Security to capacitate, equip and help community build skill, resources for sustainable livelihood.
VDRMC (Village Disaster Risk Management Committee), PDRMC (Panchayat Disaster Risk Management Committee) and BDRMC (L Block Disaster Risk Management Committee) formation process is facilitated by the project team of the IGSSS’S, Dhemaji unit. People with certain skills set e.g. understanding of local medicines, ex-army personnel, midwives, Anganwadi workers, Panchayat members, high network individuals from the community were given preference to be the members of the task forces.

**How it Works**

1. VILLAGERS SELECTS MEMBERS OF CBO
2. TASK FORCE
3. VDRMC
4. PDRMC
5. BDRMC

- **VDRMC**
  - There are 22 VDRMC
- **PDRMC**
  - There are 4 PDRMC
- **BDRMC**
  - 1 VDRMC - 12 Members
  - 1 PDRMC - 16 Members
  - 1 BDRMC - 24 Members

MEMBERS FROM PDRMC SELECTS MEMBERS OF BDRMC
Joint planning in co-ordination of CBO members, VDRMC with active participation of villagers at each level is undertaken for co-creating the Disaster Risk Mitigation Plan.

**How Do We Do It**

1. **Steps Involved**
   - Identify Needs
   - Prioritize
   - Creating Plan of Action
   - The Plan is Finalised by them for Sharing
   - Compile and Submit Plan to PDRMC
   - Forward it to Concerned Dept.

2. **PDRMC**
   - Compiles the Plan for PDRMC

3. **BDRMC**
   - For Engaging with Govt. Dept.
Task force was established to reduce causalities and risks during the disaster by training the CBO members with the necessary skills-set in collaboration with NDRF.

**COMMUNITY AS FIRST RESPONDER**

It was early morning on 16th August, 2017, the weather seemed a bit cloudy and I was fast asleep. Around 6.00 AM, I was startled by hue and cry from the neighbours. On stepping out of my house, I could see threatening clouds covering the sky and the river embankments seemed shaky.

Realising the imminent danger, I immediately took my wife and cattle on an elevated area on the other side of the road.

I didn’t get enough time to move my belongings out of the house. As I got ready to leave the house with few necessary commodities in my hands, I heard a baby’s wail and saw that my daughter along with two other kids from the neighbourhood were left back in a room. Flood water, gushing at high speed was hurtling towards them. I immediately made a bamboo raft with the resources that were available and jumped into the water to save the children. I picked up my neighbours children first and on the next round of trying to save my daughter, a life-threatening huge wave hit the bamboo raft and destroyed it leaving me and my daughter in a very precarious situation. Without giving up, I mustered the courage to keep a few bamboos’ together and saved my daughter from drowning. The training attended as part of Disaster Risk Mitigation Task Force proved life saving for us.

- Prakash, task force member, VDRMC
Disaster Risk Reduction

Around 1400 families have acquired knowledge and skills to safeguard themselves and others from floods. They understand the importance of safe storage of essential documents and dry food. Adopted elevated/stilt granary for flood preparedness, using water filter and toilets kuccha/pakka.

Inclusive Village Development Plan is in place. Vulnerable embankments are identified: i. Block level DRR Committee submitted a memorandum to Local MLA to repair the breached embankment. ii. Rs. 25 crores was sanctioned under the 2016/2017 SDRF and repair of embankment from NH15 to Guratali completed adopting flood risk reduction measures. iii. Road cum embankment measuring 300 meters from Kumatia to Dhiripong amounting to Rs. 5 lacs was sanctioned under MNREGA.

Advocacy

The VDMC and BDMC monitor the selection process of beneficiaries. Needy people getting benefit: 121 families from 22 target villages received housing schemes under PMAY-G (Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana-Gramin).

Rs 85,000.00 was received by Tengapur-C Village for installation of water tank from National Hydro Electric Project under CSR Program.

VDRMC and PDRMC participated in selection of beneficiaries for free LPG Cylinder and stove under the Pradhan Mantri Ujjala Yojana. Total 285 BPL families received gas connection.

413 families from 17 villages have received compensation from the government under the SDRF (first time in Dhemaji in 2017 flood).
SUSTAINED LIVELIHOOD

70% families are engaged in pre and post monsoon crops including cash crops that reduce the chances of lost and damage due to flood.

1/3rd families are indulged in income generating activities (Handloom, Silk and Nursery).

35% families are engaged in pig and goat farm.

168 Digital farmers are receiving weather forecast and Agromat advisory bulletin data and are being used for crop planning as well day agriculture activities.

LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT

560 families have adopted pre-monsoon fodder storage as preparedness measures.

In 2017 flood: reported no loss of major livestock like cow, bull, pig and goat.

8 trained barefoot veterinary persons are active on ground to support communities on livestock care and management.

The VDRMC and BDRMC are actively engaged in reducing health hazards of the livestock. 90% of the cattle of 22 villages are vaccinated for FMD & HSBQ since 2017 in the month of April & May and November respectively.
Stop unsafe migration of young people and adolescents to other parts of India.

Incorporate Disaster Risk Reduction component in Village Development Plan of Panchayati Raj Institutions (local level government institutions).

Safe and secure place to live all throughout the year.

Flood resilient agriculture, rescue shelter for livestock and climate change adapted livelihoods practices.

“We have struggled a lot over past couple of years, we truly know this flood will be coming again and again. We cannot fight against mother nature but we can surely tackle better with any kind of situation in future. Earlier, we had VHOI (means fear in Assamese) of various kinds but now we have VOICE of one kind”!

Indeed a journey from VHOI to VOICE.
IGSSS is a non-profit development organization, established in 1961 to support development programmes across India, especially to empower the vulnerable communities and grassroots community based organizations. IGSSS is presently working across 16 states and one Union Territory of India. Through the years, IGSSS has evolved as a major player in the development sector in India, working on the themes of Sustainable Livelihood, Disaster Risk Reduction, Urban Poverty Reduction, Gender Equity, Climate Change and Youth Development.

This document attempts to capture some of the disaster risk reduction initiatives of IGSSS that have impacted substantial positive changes in the lives of people living in flood plain of Brahmaputra basin. This document reflects activities and impact of Disaster risk reduction programme in Dhemaji district of Assam.

The information in this booklet are directly collected from the field and presented in graphic and comic visuals. IGSSS is highly obliged to the communities and frontline workers for their active participation in bringing out this booklet.